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Apropos Parquet

FORMPARK: A New Approach to Parquet Design
Two new parquet formats are taking the world by storm. Individual installation combined
with the specific play of light creates ever-new patterns – from calm to lively, from classic
to avant-garde. A seamless transition between patterns is also possible. Formpark provides
ample leeway for individual interior design.
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The mark of quality

The mark of quality

Dear reader,
This is the brand-new fourth edition of our “Lebenswerk” magazine. Once again, there are numerous highlights for those who
love wood, are passionate about beautiful products and appreciate quality.
Speaking of quality: Bauwerk quality is guaranteed by our four
pillar system consisting of development, manufacture, services
and installation by our installation partners. Thanks to these
four pillars, our product range complies with top standards.
Our latest Formpark product line adds an extra helping of variety and creativity to this new “Lebenswerk” edition. Formpark
was developed exclusively for Bauwerk by the designers at Studio
Hannes Wettstein, Zurich. It comes in two new formats that can
be combined at will to generate undreamed-of possibilities and
endless varieties of fascinating patterns. Clear lines and structures give our Formpark floors an architectural flair, generating
individual spatial experiences.

Whether Formpark or a different parquet, Bauwerk helps you
design your very own living environment. Let the different lifestyles, people and moments we present in this magazine inspire
your choice of the perfect wooden floor. The following pages will
define wood in all its variety and describe the care, precision and
passion that distinguishes the Bauwerk brand. To explore Bauwerk online, just visit our award-winning website. Offering an
easily navigated blend of inspiration and information, the Bauwerk website won the bronce medal in the “Best of Swiss Web
2013” competition. Use our convenient parquet configurator
to design individual rooms, discover different types of wood,
surfaces and colours or find your local Bauwerk partners and a
World of Parquet near you (all addresses are available on page 86
of this magazine).
We welcome all visitors, whether online or in person, to the wonderful world of Bauwerk!

Ansgar Igelbrink
Managing Director of the Bauwerk Group, St. Margrethen

Wood has a pleasant temperature and sound.
It is relatively light and tends to become more beautiful with age.
Designer Konstantin Grcic

Swiss tradition
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You can always rely on Swiss tradition
Bauwerk, the Swiss company with a long tradition, has been manufacturing top
quality parquet with characteristic Swiss steadfastness and precision since 1935.

Ernst Göhner laid the foundation for the renowned company more than 70 years ago. His pioneering spirit lives on in
numerous Bauwerk innovations. The company᾿s innovative
strength finds expression in regular new product developments
as well as Bauwerk᾿s active support of the concept of innovation
at Swiss universities.
Wood knowledge grown over decades
Our staff at Bauwerk have a passion for wood and its precise
processing. Wood has dominated the company᾿s history since
the beginning: In the early years, Ernst Göhner drew on his
wood processing expertise to manufacture wooden bodyworks for the German car industry, earning himself a place in
automobile history. In 1935, Bauwerk developed the patented
mosaic parquet. Nine years later, production was moved to St.
Margrethen. Over the following decades, the company developed into the leading Swiss parquet specialist.
Manufacturing in Switzerland
We will continue to expand our Swiss production site. Today,
over 60% of our products are manufactured at St. Margrethen
and further investments are being made in our company head
office. At the Swiss factory, a professional team of 300 reliable employees is working hard to fulfil the needs of our customers. Worldwide, Bauwerk is employing 500 members of staff.
In order to highlight the company᾿s roots, we have established
the Centre of Parquet, including the World of Parquet and a
training centre, at our headquarters in St. Margrethen. Swiss
tradition is a mainstay of our Bauwerk philosophy.

Innovation and technology
since 1935
The history of the company is dominated by more than
70 years of technological optimisation and numerous
product innovations, making Bauwerk the epitome of topclass parquet quality. Here are some of the key milestones
in the company᾿s history:
1936

Manufacture of the first mosaic parquet

1942

Development and construction of own
parquet manufacturing machines

1976

World first: introduction of the first
2-layer prefinished parquet

2010

World᾿s first 2-layer 1-strip plank

2012

Bauwerk launches two special editions:
Vintage and Silverline

2013

Bauwerk launches the exclusive Master Edition

2014

Bauwerk puts the Formpark innovation
out on the market
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Healthy living

Bauwerk quality
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Healthy air means quality of life

Bauwerk quality is systematic quality

Unobstructed breathing is healthy and improves our sense of well-being.
Bauwerk uses healthy materials to manufacture top-quality wooden floors
for your personal living space.

Bauwerk quality is based on a four pillar system consisting of development,
manufacture, services and installation. The four pillars guarantee top quality
at every stage of the production process - and beyond.

In the livingenvironment where we spend most of our time, a
pleasant ambient climate, especially good air, is essential for
our well-being.

Bauwerk guarantees comprehensive quality in all of its products. This is why the company complies with top standards,
from the development stage to production and service all the
way to installation.

Good air guaranteed
Having been awarded the “healthy living” certification, Bauwerk is the first parquet manufacturer to offer its customers
exactly that: a pleasant living atmosphere without undesirable emissions polluting the air. Its Sentinel-Haus certification
allows the company to offer a unique guarantee: House builders and their families may rest assured that all products in
the Bauwerk range come without undesirable volatile organic
compounds, ensuring that there is no concealed discharge of
noxious substances into the ambient air. Choose a healthy living
environment that complies with MINERGIE-ECO® standards!
Enjoying the natural power of wood
Our healthy floors are not only pleasant for the nose, they are
also balm for the eyes and the soul. Many people can sense the
power emanating from wood. Let yourself be enchanted, touch
the surfaces, feel the structures, soak up the scent. Enjoy the
sense of well-being in your living environment – provided by
the wood of your choice.

Continuous innovation
For us at Bauwerk, quality arises from our constant endeavour
to get even better at what we do. As early as the beginning of
the 1950s, the company began to conduct research into wood
technology. The same pioneering spirit is at work today when
we draw on our long experience to develop new products for
current customer requirements and needs. Trail-blazing parquet innovations, such as the mosaic parquet (1935), Monopark
(2007), Vintage Edition (2012), Silverline Edition (2012) and
Master Edition (2013), to name just a few, stand as proof.

Sentinel-Haus certification

Competence, precision and control
At Bauwerk, top-quality manufacturing is based on an effective combination of expertise and the latest technologies. Even
state-of-the art production facilities cannot replace hands-on
inspections by experienced staff with a passion for wood.

The Sentinel-Haus Institut (SHI) in Freiburg (Germany) is
among the leading institutes in the fields of healthy building and living. The SHI certifies construction materials
that have been subjected to extensive analysis and tested
for harmful substances. To date, Bauwerk is the only
parquet manufacturer to have become a Sentinel concept
partner. The Bauhaus label guarantees that its products
are approved for the Sentinel-Haus Institut by independent testing institutions.
Further information is available at: www.sentinel-haus.eu

Comprehensive advice and first-class service
Bauwerk quality also involves the provision of individual advisory services by our parquet and interior design specialists.
At Bauwerk Worlds of Parquet in Switzerland, Austria and
Germany, customers have the opportunity to experience and
get inspired by every aspect of the fascinating material wood.
Naturally, Bauwerk᾿s customer service does not end with your
purchase. Cleaning and care products, for instance, are available in our online shop.
Handpicked installation companies
Bauwerk quality also extends to professional parquet installation. This is why we work exclusively with handpicked installers.
We specifically develop good partnerships with installers and
ensure that they increase their expertise during training courses in our Academy in St. Margrethen.

BAUWERKQUALITY

DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCTION

CONSULTING/
SERVICE

LAYING

Bauwerk quality is based
on four pillars, guaranteeing
top quality standards
along the entire
value-added chain.
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Formpark – A new approach to parquet design

FORMPARK
A new approach to parquet design

From quiet to lively, from classic to avant-garde: Formpark’s two new parquet
formats offer countless fresh design options. The unpretentious Formpark
surfaces come in three colours, making for fascinating patterns created by
individual installation and light conditions – ample leeway for architectural
creativity and geometrical interpretations of individual ingenuity.
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A breath of fresh air
Text by Dino Simonett

Admittedly a bit late, I arrive at the
Dammweg tram stop in Zurich. I am led
through the hustle and bustle of the
soon-to-be-finished Black Tower building site on the Löwenbräu plot. A lift,
still wrapped for protection and covered
in graffiti, takes us up to the sixteenth
floor, silent as a spaceship. Taking my
shoes off, I feel like I am visiting a temple
in Kyoto. The view is breathtaking, my
mouth is dry, I am blinded by lights. I receive a warm welcome from Stephan Hürlemann and Simon Husslein, but my eyes
are drawn to the floor. I see an oak wood
pattern: Wide lengthwise strips alternate
with crosswise strips, creating a beautiful, lively pattern that gives me an intense
feeling of homeliness. Although the
apartment is equipped with comfortable,
classy designer furniture, I lie down on
the floor to feel the brushed oakwood. At

this moment, I could be in a timber forest, with distant echoes of wild boars,
twittering birds, a cawing jay - I close my
eyes.
Hürlemann Husslein are the leading designers at Studio Hannes Wettstein. They
have taken the agency into a new era. Remaining faithful to their original clear lines, analytical dry thinking, astute designs and overall message, they are a
world away from slick trend design. The
two designers are now coming into their
own, stepping out from under Hannes
Wettstein’s long shadow. Their own language is more than doing justice to the
vision of their master who left us much
too early. It’s pure pleasure!
I patter around barefoot on the lovely oak
wood parquet, look down on the toy
town below and feel like the millionaire

who will buy this apartment. Stephan
and Simon tell me about the hours of
work that went into the design of this
new parquet floor, the two floorboard
formats and the hundreds of different installation options. There is a sack containing wooden building blocks in two different sizes and I start to play, just like a
child with its wooden “Költzliboden”
blocks - four this way, four that way, four
this, four that, and then domino. Hürlemann and Husslein played this game for
over a year, designing and drawing, and
came up with a wonderful result. The
concept was realised by the company
Bauwerk Parkett. The floor can be installed at will, according to one’s wildest
dreams. Naturally, the architect, the interior designer and the installer are all invited to join the game, that is the work, and
come up with a suitable pattern for each

Studio Hannes Wettstein

Seamless transition from the shipdeck floor in the hallway to the cleverly reversed installation
in the living room.

room in the apartment. The results are
astounding, never tinkered or botched.
After all, this is a precise, ultra-modern
industrial product.

Beautiful interaction between light and parquet

Two multi-talents, two inventors! Stephan Hürlemann from Urnäsch, who
studied architecture at the ETH, has the
tectonic approach, acerbic talent and
endurance of the typical native of Appenzell; Simon Husslein from northern Bavaria is the archetypical industrial designer, a Master of Art, who has gathered
experience all over the world. Forming a
highly successful symbiotic relationship,
the two teammates have managed to
meet the challenge of positioning the
Hannes Wettsein Studio on the market.
The perfectly executed ideas, distinctive
designs and the confidence and power
exuded by the two designers all stand as
proof of their success. They form a perfect team. Working on all designs to-

gether, they put double the man hours
into each development. And it shows.
Their designs are simply more precise,
more balanced, just that much cleverer.
The result has to be outstanding, otherwise the two designers are not happy; a
week passes, a month ... until the design
is just right. Exactly right.
I am waiting for the Passugger water in
the beautiful Olgiatibottle over there - my
mouth is still dry. But everyone else is
floating around on the Formpark parquet
“comme les milliardaires”. Formpark is
the name of the parquet, by the way. Nobody offers me any water and I am too
shy to ask. I take photos of the floor, my
feet on the floor, the view, the sun and the
two slim figures in black.
A breath of fresh air Soundlessly, I float
from the sixteenth floor back down to
earth. The driver takes me to the airport.

Stephan Hürlemann (r.) and
und Simon
Husslein gehören
are among
zu Switzerland’s
den renommiertesten
most renowned
Gestaltern
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Formpark – A new approach to parquet design

Two formats, countless possibilities
One element measures 520 mm in length, the other 780 mm. Both have
a width of 260 mm. As inconspicuous as these formats may appear at first
glance, their dimensions are cleverly devised. The unusual parquet formats
allow for countless different installation patterns that complement the
atmosphere of the room, its character and its inhabitants. Even smooth
transitions between patterns are possible. Formpark helps you create your
very own living environment.

Peace and quiet.
“I am straightforward and consistent. My work completely absorbs me.
My days are crammed full with appointments, I need to keep an
overview, keep things under control. When I come home, I enjoy the
peace and harmony – light colours, soft materials. I restore my form
and read good books.”
Formpark 520 & 780, Oak Avorio
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Formpark – A new approach to parquet design
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Reduction.
“I make conscious choices in my life and
surround myself with few selected objects
that have a special meaning for me. Less
is more, and everything has its place.
My biggest luxury is space. I need space
like I need air to breathe.”
Formpark 520. Oak

Formpark – A new approach to parquet design
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Contrast.
“I am different – consciously and blissfully so. Classic styles side
by side with latest trends. Whether music or interior design:
I love contrast. New creative ideas and the search for the unusual
bring change into my life.”
Formpark 520 & 780, Oak

Culture.
“My travels around the world have shaped my approach to the living
environment, my sense of home and home country. Foreign cultures,
people, music and art are part of myself and my life, just like highquality materials and classic shapes that I love.”
Formpark 520 & 780, Oak smoked
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Freedom.
“Family is the most important thing for us.
We want our children to have the space to run
around in, spread out, exhaust themselves,
play without a care in the world. Chaos
inevitable arises, we don’t mind – nevertheless,
we impose clear rules. Structure creates
freedom, limits create space.”
Formpark 520 & 780, Oak

Formpark – A new approach to parquet design
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Exceptional Exclusivity

Unique in Quality and Design

IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN. True luxury is having space and the time to enjoy it.
In our increasingly hectic daily routines surrounded by pulsing urbanity, growing
numbers of people are creating more free space for themselves.

It is this philosophy that inspired Bauwerk to develop the Silverline
and Master Editions in exclusive co-operation with Parkettmanufaktur Schotten & Hansen.
Exclusive Silverline floorboards, close to three metres in length,
make for unique floors, playing with the generous proportions of
the room and placing a subtle emphasis on its expansiveness. Oak
trees grow slowly and immaculate floorboards in this length are
extremely rare. Decades pass before the trees deliver the perfect
wood for this format. Particularly beautiful straight oak trees are
selected by hand and processed by our teams of Swiss master
craftsmen. The special selection and bevelled surfaces bring out the
unique character of the wood. Refined with natural oils, Silverline
floorboards have a subtle silver, warm golden or sophisticated platinum gleam.
The Master Edition is manufacturerd by the master craftsmen at
the Parkettmanufaktur. Each floor is a limited unique specimen.
In the light, the beautiful surfaces and fascinating, shimmering colours come into their own. Light brings surfaces, materials and
properties to life, creating tension, an ongoing interplay that will
never repeat. Each Master Edition floorboard is subjected to detailed examination by Torben Hansen and his team, ensuring that
the Master Edition meets the highest aesthetical and quality standards.
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Master Edition by Torben Hansen

“Thanks to their natural, subtly accentuated colour
shades, Master edition floorboards harmonise
perfectly with a wide range of different materials.”
TORBEN HANSEN

Master Edition, Oak Nacre

Master Edition by Torben Hansen ARTWORK 25
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Master Edition, Oak Nutmeg

The large-size floorboards integrate perfectly into the
surrounding architecture. The furnishing picks up on the
warm shade of the OAK Gold boards, creating a sophisticated and calming ambience. Stylish classic: Lounge chair
with ottoman by Ray & Charles Eames (1956).
Silverline Edition, Oak Gold

Master Edition, Oak Caviar
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Exceptional Exclusivity
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Silverline Edition, Oak Farina
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Exceptional Exclusivity

Silverline Edition, Oak Silver

Different materials lend rooms their warmth and character. Raw unfinished stone and the natural surface of
Oak Nougat contrast well with the cool exposed concrete
walls and the smooth, stainless steel surfaces. Here we
have space and material at play and not decoration and
interior.
Master Edition, Oak Nougat

Lively Design

Free Space for Individualism

BORDERLESS CREATIVITY. Patina, old planks, rough bricks, shabby-looking carpeting –
everything is used and worn, and yet modern and timeless. We think back to furniture, materials and furnishings, which tell stories, have character. Where there are no limits placed on
individual creativity, because styles from different epochs, materials and colours can be freely
combined. This trend towards the used and old, towards reminiscences of days long past, is
called Vintage.

Vintage is old and used – and yet new and trendy. It tells stories, awakens memories and lends a very specific atmosphere to
a room. Bauwerk has floored this trend – so to speak – with the
Vintage Edition. Working together with the interior designer
Virginia Maissen, a collection of unique parquet boards was
created that radiates incomparable joie de vivre and warmth.
Taking her inspiration from newspaper typography, beautiful
old Persian rugs or the battered planks of an artist’s atelier,
Maissen created very expressive flooring full of charm. With
the Vintage Edition, nostalgia meets modern design and emerges with exciting contrasts: The wide range of colours, patterns
and laying options opens thousands of possibilities and almost
unlimited free space for individual concepts. You can create a
unique floor to fit your very own living situation that underscores your personal style and imparts a very special character on your space.
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Vintage Edition, Unopark White & Yellow

Vintage is not just interesting for restaurants
and shops. It can also lend a very personal
touch to just about any private living space.
Laid as a single-colour floor, Vintage provides
the perfect framework for a patchwork of ideas
and stories along with the usual odds and ends.
Vintage Edition, Unopark Green intense
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Vintage Edition, Trendpark Indigo

Old News a memorial to the rapid progress of
industrialization in the 20th century and the post-war
era, when newspapers often papered walls as well.
Vintage Edition, Unopark Old News

Urban Life

The Melting Pot of Modern Diversity

CITY LIVING SPACE. The metropolis pulses, never stands still, reinvents itself time and again,
and is constantly on the lookout for the latest trends. These trends are the product of a great
spectrum of influences, cultures, ideas, and innovations. Urban living space is limited, but the
ideas for achieving the greatest possible comfort in a small space are limitless.

Urban life today seeks functionality and comfort supported by
innovative technique and refined with a considerable portion
of personal style and individuality. In modern flats with their
large, bright rooms, the living room, dining room and kitchen
flow into each other. In order for this transition to not seem too
hectic, modern interior layouts are more linear and straightforward in their design.
Accents are set with strong colours, deliberate breaks in style,
and different materials. For instance, the use of colourful skirting board lends a special touch to an otherwise bright space
or a design classic, such as the Eames Chair, creates a suspenseful counterpoint between purist furniture pieces. The backto-nature trend is striking: The city dwellers of this world today
more than ever seek naturalness between the cement walls and
the asphalt. Gardens are laid out in the most impossible places.
People want to harvest fruits and vegetables again and natural
raw materials are increasingly present in flats. We find rustic
wooden chairs on polished floors and warm, natural earth colours integrated into a bright white setting.
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Urban Life

Masculine refuge: Unobtrusive black furniture against
dark-grey walls emanate piece and quiet. Thanks to the
beautiful natural oak floor, a warm atmosphere prevails
despite the hard, cold lines. Large panorama windows
give the room a light an airy ambience.
Studiopark, Oak

Urban Life
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Enticing combination: Nostalgic industrial look on
warm walnut 1-strip planks, accompanied by colourful
accents in bright orange and yellow hues.
Villapark, Walnut american
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Urban Life

Parquet is open to delightful experiments in living
spaces and creates a stage for fascinating meetings of
very different needs and styles.
Unopark & Trendpark, Oak smoked Farina

Urban Life
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Cleverpark, Oak Grano

Inviting children᾿s room in pastel colours featuring
light, friendly beech parquet. Toy and special furniture
in one: the Eames Elephant children᾿s stool.
Unopark, Beech unsteamed
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Urban Life
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Rough boards and chairs made from weathered timber contrast with the clear lines of the
kitchen block, forming a perfect antithesis to
our high-gloss floor. Authenticity going hand in
hand with clarity and noblesse.
High-gloss floor Trendpark Ash White Lion
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Urban Life

Urban Life
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1-strip planks in cool grey, installed in three different
widths. This laid-back but unique floor leaves ample
room for individual interior design.
Casapark 139, 181 & 221, Oak Sasso

Natural Charm

Alive in Every Detail

UNAFFECTED. They come across as real and alive – the brushed surfaces. And when oiled, this
wood magically takes on a very special, natural optical appearance. Liveliness is unified with
authenticity and simplicity with true experiences. The beautiful sides of country life with its
unmistakable naturalness find a home where we live.

We focus on regained haptic, handcrafting skills, high-quality
materials and natural shapes. Masterfully, a massive chair – extracted directly out of a tree trunk – is combined with a modern
kitchen. There, a distinct walnut bowl on a satin stool, here a
simple table made from the wood beams of an ancient building.
The scent of a fresh-mowed meadow on a mountain slope in
Graubünden, fruit-laden trees in your own garden, quiet to enjoy – the longing for naturalness grows apace. Increasingly, a
desire is expressed for lasting values and finding a meaning for
life. So why not simply have some friends over and gather
around the table to talk about God and the world? Or stroll
through the house barefoot and sense the fine structure of the
wood with its natural warmth?
And what does it take before such a beautiful wood floor has
been laid? Well, on the one hand, someone, who knows how to
manufacture parquet through knowledge passed down over generations. On the other, a parquet layer, who understands a lot
about his age-old craft.
With parquet, a valued piece of nature lies underfoot that enriches a country style as much as the most modern furnishings.
Thus, parquet speaks very much to the spirit of our times – and
still remains timeless.
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The light parquet floor gives the open kitchen-diner a
spacious and comfortable vibe. A white-washed brick
wall and pastel colours combined with black dominate
the design.
Villapark, Oak Avorio
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Cleverpark, Oak Avena

Let your toes discover the feeling of hand-planed
wood. Deep grooves in the parquet make for pleasant
walking. Picture above the fireplace painted on
Cleverpark. Bauwerk Parquet by Raphael Pohland.
Villapark, Oak, s tructure groove
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The female touch: emphasis on white, space and light,
accompanied by fresh flowers and photos of children.
Artworks in strong colours reflect the hues of the
bookshelves next door. The lamp, featuring softly flowing material over long tripod legs, is a real eye-catcher.
Casapark 181, Oak Duna

Natural Charm
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Monopark, Ash

The plain parquet forms the basis of the modern country house look, creating harmony between handpicked,
unique specimen from various eras and styles. Simple
white curtains filter the light. Together with the massive old wooden bench, they set the stage for individually arranged still lives.
Cleverpark, Oak Avorio

The Magic of Faraway Places

Familiar Foreign Countries

LIVING IN 1001 NIGHTS. Since time out of mind, the spirit of discovery and curiosity has
driven us to foreign countries and cultures. During our travels, – for instance to Asia, Africa or
India – we experience a style of furnishing a home resulting from a combination of local materials and native craftsmanship with European influences. Today, this cosmopolitan style of living
is firmly established in our homes.

Southern places and Mediterranean gardens inspire us through
their unique beauty. Glowing blue and green hues contrast with
seductive, warm colours, such as red or purple. Mocha, terracotta and gold – the colours of a desert landscape – add to austere spectrum of selected individual pieces from the African
bush country. Ornate carvings, fine ornamentations, and woven baskets characterise the foreign art of building and handcrafts. Opulent cloths, mosaic-like tiles and tea glasses with
golden decorations are inseparably linked to a style straight
from 1001 Nights. Oriental worlds of living beguile all of our
senses equally – with sweet scents, flaming storm lamps and an
indulgence in wonder worlds of colours.
Reclining on our sofa, we dream longingly of the soft purring
of the ceiling fan and of the subdued conversation in an English
Club of the East India Company or an evening on the terrace of
a small hotel on Martinique, a glass of cool planter’s punch in
hand.
Carefully dosed out and skilfully combined in remembrance
on our travels, Far Eastern exotic is wonderful in the living
space of a world traveller. And of course every new souvenir
quickly finds its natural place in the menagerie.
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The Magic of Faraway Places

Authentic serendipitous finds and collector’s
items lend the room a sense of “Out of Africa.”
The simple, whitewashed oak flooring helps
emphasise the exotic eye-catchers.
Trendpark, Oak white limed
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The Magic of Faraway Places

Souvenirs from a trip to Morocco grace the bedroom, the
bathroom features an unusual modern sink. Small-strip
parquet with a wide colour range reinforces the effect of
the small-scale mosaic tiles . The same parquet also covers
the stairs between the bathroom and the bedroom.
Unopark Oak slightly smoked

The Magic of Faraway Places
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Megapark, Doussie FSC® 100%

An aura of contentedness, peace, quiet and inner equilibrium pervades the room. The light furniture and clear
alignments contrast well with the floor and its slight azure
hue. The brushing is extremely deep, conveying a sense
of genuineness and strength.
Villapark, Ash Acqua deep brushed
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Dark smoked oak boards give the room traction.
The black structural beams and the Buddha figures
appear to be growing from the floor while the light,
minimalist corner bench provides a discreet counterpoint to the Asian influence.
Casapark 139, Oak smoked

Timeless Elegance

Everlasting Beauty and Sensuality

CLASSIC, ELEGANT AND GRACEFUL. Precious unexpected treasures from the flea market,
an elegant chandelier, a pastel-coloured chest of drawers with signs of its age, an old, baroquestyle sofa with deep, comfortable cushions. Charming, unusual individual pieces never lose their
beauty.

Parquet is just such an individual piece with timeless elegance.
It lends style, grace and sensuality to a room: A simple dining
area becomes a dining room, a large room becomes the ballroom, a reading room a private library. Depending on the type
of wood and the surface, parquet underscores the subtle elegance of the room or even becomes the defining piece of furniture in its own right. And it is always true that parquet is not
just functional but rather that it consistently fulfils certain
emotional needs as well.
Elegance is not tied to epochs or furnishing styles – it can just
as well be opulent and splendid as plain and understated. A
herringbone parquet floor harmonises just as elegantly with
classic Jugendstil furniture as with the clean lines of modern
furnishings. With parquet, timeless and durable are not just its
optical appearance but also the wood which is used to make it.
With selected, handcrafted wooden boards, our parquet floors
last a lifetime, and have the quality of the wood – like all true
classics – underscored over decades.
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Timeless Elegance

Relax in style: Walnut lends spaces a wonderful aura of
calm. When combined with bright colours, walnut takes
on a special nobility and elegance.
Megapark, Walnut american

Timeless Elegance
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Casapark 221, Oak

Sumptuous and sober at the same time. Natural oak is
strong and distinctive enough to carry this design. The
grain of the wood is shown to particular advantage in
the classic shipdeck design.
Casapark 221, Oak
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The installation for the action artist SigRo confuses
our spatial understanding. Laid in a double herringbone pattern, the flooring has a spacious and expressive
expression.
Unopark, Acacia steamed, herringbone
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Timeless Elegance

The right materials, the right colours, the right floor –
it does not take much to make a beautiful and timeless
interior.
Monopark, Oak

Timeless Elegance
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A LOVE FOR DETAIL

Accessories and Specialties

Would you like the stairs and flooring made of exactly the same
parquet – and the ventilation grid for the heating as well? At
Bauwerk, we are happy to help you develop an individual design
for your living space. A love for detail sometimes also means
creating solutions for special wishes. Countless combinations
are possible within the Bauwerk dimensions, surfaces, wood
types and colours – for wonderful interior architectural details.

For example, in front of an open fireplace, where normally
stone or metal rectangles are installed for fire safety reasons.
With Bauwerk Parkett, you can work with a seamless design for
such constructs. The same applies to freestanding pillars, posts,
doorframes, and other interfaces, such as for tile flooring. This
means that you can do without the rather unsightly moulding strips and instead realise a flawless overall impression. We
would be happy to advise you on your individual possibilities,
prices and timelines.

Stairs, Ventilation Grids, Skirtings & Transitions
 ood is changeable and flexible, which makes it the
W
perfect material to design your living space consciously
with your individual creations.

Stairs made of Villapark Oak Terra, deep brushed

Skirting board parallel Classicline Kubus, white covering

Ventilation grid in Trendpark Oak

Seamless transitions from parquet to other materials
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The play of colours in wood

Natural Beauty

Maple

Beech unsteamed

Wood is a wonderful natural material which humans have trusted and relied on since time immemorial. Wood lives and breathes, it displays unique characteristics. Those seeking something
special, personal and authentic will understand the crucial role
played by natural wood. With its diversity and vitality, its scent,
colours and warm surface, wood invites you to a sensual feast.
Its diversity provides for a broad spectrum of colours and shapes.
The real beauty of well-processed wood lies in its structure and its
inherent irregularities. The aura of natural wood imbues every
home with a cosy and warm ambience.

Oak Farina

Oak

Oak Tabacco

Permanent colour change through the
natural UV radiation in light

Cherry american

Wood is a natural product that slowly develops its natural colour. This takes place above all in the first period, and highlights the beauty and character of a real wood floor. Wood can
become darker or lighter with age, or can change its shade.

Doussie

Exotic woods in particular can change colour very quickly and
rather strongly. Maple or beech become darker in shade, and
visibly more yellow, while thermally treated ash becomes noticeably lighter. The colour differences thereby become more balanced to each other, and the colour contrasts become weaker.
The colours of a floor that is exposed to strong sunlight, for
example, change more quickly.

Jatoba

Walnut american

Acacia steamed

Ash thermo

Oak smoked

Use this QR Code to download
our “Good to Know – Changing
Colours” flyer directly.

Coloured wood
These woods change their colour somewhat differently. Sunlight has hardly any effect on the colouring matter. It does, however, have an effect on the underlying wood substrate, whereby
colours (e.g. white) become slightly yellow – exactly the same
effect as with non-coloured wood. The dark colours protect the
wood better, however, and the surface is less affected than the
corresponding, non-coloured surface.

Thermally-treated wood
Sunlight strongly affects colour changes, and the change becomes visible more quickly than with untreated wood. The
thermally treated products become noticeably lighter.
Smoked wood
Smoked woods hardly change their colour at all. The smoked
oak becomes very slightly lighter and somewhat more golden
with this procedure.
Alternating colour changes as a result of light sources and the
incident light
The temperature of the light changes our perception and influences our moods. Cold light has a rather refreshing and invigorating effect, and is therefore often used in work situations.
Warm light, on the other hand, creates a feeling of security and
provides a cosy atmosphere, and is used in bedrooms and living rooms.
As the light temperature changes in the course of the day, our
perception of the floor will also be affected.
Light creates atmosphere
Light has literally thousands of facets, because light is both colour and temperature. Light changes our perceptions and affects out moods. It is therefore important to consider the factor
of light in the design of the surroundings.
To demonstrate the influence from different light sources for
you, Bauwerk worked together with the lighting professionals
at Zumtobel to develop an absolutely new and innovative daylight simulator. Twenty lamps illuminate an imposing parquet
pyramid and simulate a normal day’s light progression through
the use of different light sources and light temperatures. Learn
more about this on page 85 and let yourself be inspired by this
invention.
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Bauwerk World of Parquet

EXPERIENCE PARQUET

Personal Advice by Bauwerk

However, a virtual experience also has its limits. If you really want to experience our parquet – live – you need to visit
one of our World of Parquet showrooms! There you are not
only able to see our parquet, but you can also touch and listen.
Our qualified interior design advisors are more than happy to
answer all of your questions about parquet and your personal
furnishing concept over a cup of “café crème”. With the help
of our innovative daylight simulator, you can view different

types of wood under a variety of light sources – from sunrise to
candlelight. In addition, in World of Parquet, you can combine
parquet flooring with a wide selection of wall colours, furniture
surfaces, materials, carpeting or tiles, and thus gain a good impression of how they could best interact and affect each in your
home. In this way, you are able to find the perfect parquet you
need for designing your living space.

Suitable cleaning and care products are
available at our Worlds of Parquet or,
for those who prefer it, at our online shop.
Come and visit our website!

Nothing is better than a personal discussion with one of our experienced parquet advisors. Schedule a meeting today at one of our World of Parquet
showrooms and enjoy getting individual advice in an inspiring ambiance.

Using our interactive parquet configurator, you
can begin with playful inspiration by looking
at different colours and formats in a variety of
space situations.

With our “Super Tool” you not only can optically enlarge
the sample pieces but also check how these interact and
harmonise with tiles, carpets, materials and surfaces.

Use this QR Code to reach our on-line parquet
configurator directly.
With the help of the large sample pieces, the
effect of the parquet in the area is easily seen.

Our unique daylight simulator
shows how colours and surfaces
respond to different light sources
and a range of moods making
it possible to experience the
interplay of wood and light. You
can find a daylight simulator
in the World of Parquet exhibition centres at St. Margrethen
and Wallisellen as well as in the
World of Parquet in the stilwerk
in Düsseldorf and Berlin.
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Bauwerk World of Parquet

Inspiration on the Internet
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Inspiration on the Internet

Germany
Bauwerk im stilwerk
Grosse Elbstrasse 68
22767 Hamburg
T +49 40 30 03 55 33

France
World of Parquet
Savoie Hexapole – Actipole 4
Rue Maurice Herzog
73420 Viviers du Lac
Tel. +33 4 79 341 712

Other countries
Italy
Luca Stacchiotti
T +39 340 921 4962
Rumania
Marco Baldelli
T +43 664 824 2753
Ukraine
Marco Baldelli
T +43 664 824 2753
Turkey
Marco Baldelli
T +43 664 824 2753
Bosnia, Croatia, Serbia
Marco Baldelli
T +43 664 824 2753
Russia, Belarus
Natalia Malikova
T +7 915 461 72 93
Paul Eberle
T +41 79 236 10 28
Singapore
Ruedi Bleiker
T +41 79 370 85 91
UAE
Paul Eberle
T +41 79 236 10 28

Bauwerk im stilwerk
Grünstrasse 15
40212 Düsseldorf
T +49 211 710 670 74
Bauwerk im stilwerk
Kantstrasse 17
10623 Berlin
T +49 30 30 82 78 66

Switzerland
Centre of Parquet
Neudorfstrasse 49
9430 St. Margrethen
› Head Offices
Tel. +41 71 747 74 74

World of Parquet
Tannackerstrasse 7
3073 Gümligen
T +41 31 950 44 88

› Parquet forum

World of Parquet
Münchensteinerstrasse 220
4053 Basel
T +41 61 331 88 88

World of Parquet
Industriesstrasse 41c
8304 Wallisellen
T +41 44 745 80 80

World of Parquet
Grabenhofstrasse 2
6010 Kriens
T +41 41 340 84 84

› World of Parquet
Tel. +41 71 747 73 30

Bauwerk im stilhaus
Rössliweg 48
4852 Rothrist
T +41 62 388 46 80
as of Spring 2014:
Kasernenstrasse 92
7000 Chur

World of Parquet
Via Battista Foletti 6
6900 Massagno
T +41 91 966 62 40
World of Parquet
Avenue du Mont-d‘Or 91
1007 Lausanne
T +41 21 706 20 50
World of Parquet
Route de Ferney 211
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex
T +41 22 788 45 12

Austria
World of Parquet
Gnigler Strasse 61
5020 Salzburg
T +43 662 87 38 71 140
Bauwerk im stilwerk
Praterstrasse 1
1020 Vienna
T +43 1 21 21 060

All about parquet, design, furnishing and architecture
Whether at home or on the road: You can always access current
information on Bauwerk and its product range on the Internet.
The Bauwerk website serves as a source of inspiration and information for private customers and professional partners alike.
We are pleased that our website has received two bronze awards.

Creative games with apps
The design tools on our specifically programmed apps assist
you in planning the concrete colours and installation patterns
of your Vintage or Formpark floor, or they simply help you pass
the time.

Parquet configurator, image galleries, style news, etc.
The “Inspiration” menu item leads to the parquet configurator
and the image galleries. The parquet configurator allows you to
place different parquet floors into different room designs. You
may. for instance, select a photo of a room similar to your own
home and, with one mouse click, insert different parquet floors.
This will show you the effect a dark or light floor will have on
the room.

Bauwerk links on the internet
Bauwerk website: www.bauwerk-parkett.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Bauwerk.Parkett
Xing: www.xing.com/companies/bauwerkparkettag
Wikipedia: de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bauwerk_Parkett

Designing your living environment is a complex matter, involving questions of aesthetics, environmental and sustainability
issues, ergonomics and healthy living. All over the world, young
designers are working to come up with clever solutions. Our
“Style-News” blog presents a selection of the most exciting and
intelligent solutions among them.
Present and up-to-date on Facebook
Our Facebook site provides inspiration for unusual interior design ideas.

Bronze “creation” and “usability” award
The “Best of Swiss Web Award” is one
of the oldest internet competitions in
Europe. At this year᾿s award ceremony
in Zurich on 21 March 2013, our website
received not just one but two prizes.
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UNEXPECTED TREASURES

Innovative Ideas and Great Designs for Living Space

ARTWORK 91

Dramatic tree house architecture
The Dartmoor Treehouse was created for the Dartmoor Arts
Week in Devon near London. It was set up by a team of students, the Jerry Tate architects and the carpenter Henry Russel in just five days. According to Jerry Tate, the unique contemporary shape was inspired by a weaver bird᾿s nest, which
looks dramatic but is safe and secure.
http://vimeo.com/47850242

(video showing the construction of the tree house)

Living typography
Cuddly furniture

A beautiful idea: Letters and numbers that double as a bird᾿s
nest, providing birds with further nesting sites in cities with
diminishing green spaces.
Let your garden trees make a statement ...
Designer: Nishant Jethi (http://nishant1269.blogspot.ch)

Variable: Magnetic
“Multiple” couch table

Wall mosaic made from golf tees
It took the architects at blackLAB architects inc. four months and close to 44,000 golf tees to complete this gigantic and highly
impressive mosaic. The motif is an aerial view of the office᾿s surrounding environment. It covers the entire back wall of the office.
http://blacklabarchitects.com/blog

The low “Multiple” table consists of a group of repeating elements made from solid waxed oak. Thanks to a clever magnetic system, the elements can be “stuck” together at will,
creating never-ending varieties of shapes. It is also possible to
form several small islands to make the best use of the available space.

The product designer᾿s “Knuddelmuddel” series takes its inspiration from cuddly toys. Made from textiles and recycled
wood, the small pieces of furniture make for a cosy and private atmosphere. The cornucopia-shaped lamp, for instance,
doubles as a cushion and the dresser drawer hides a soft blanket to cuddle up in.
Award: Bayrischer Staatspreis 2013
www.karinabergmann.de

Awards: Belgian royal familly collection,
Henry Van de Velde Label, Interieur Kortrijk award.
www.raphaelcharles.com

Photo: Norbert Verboeket

Photo: Jonathan Savoie

Photo: Nico Neefs

Use this QR Code to reach the Styleblog
on our homepage, where you will find
more exciting unexpected treasures.

Respect for resources
AND preservation
for future generations
Having adopted a new technology under the name of “Silente”,
Bauwerk is breaking new ground. Silente products follow the
“Cradle to Cradle®” design principle. “Cradle to cradle” stands
for a closed raw material cycle and a respective quality assurance process.

Manufacture of Silente parquet

Recycling of components

Dismantling of Silente parquet

Utilisation of Silente parquet

Return of Silente parquet

Parquet for generations
Bauwerk parquet is designed to last. It should never become
a waste product or consume unnecessary or environmentally
harmful energy. Raw materials are preserved and the resource
water is treated with consideration. Bauwerk acts in a fair and
socially responsible manner, both within the company and in
public.
EPEA Switzerland is assisting Bauwerk in its implementation
of the Cradle to Cradle® vision and supporting the company
during the certification process by the Cradle to Cradle®
Product Innovation Institute. Raw materials are analysed as to
their composition and environmental impact and traced back
to their origin. During the certification process for Bauwerk's
new Silente technology, both the suppliers and Baurwerk's
manufacturing facilities were subjected to close scrutiny.
Cradle to cradle certificateCM - silver level
Bauwerk floors that incorporate the new Silente technology
can easily be dismantled and returned to the company.
Thanks to the new “Silente-Matte”, the parquet can be taken
up without any effort. All components can be either reconditioned or recycled for new products. Bauwerk products that
incorporate the Silente technology are made exclusively from
materials that are safe for both humans and the environment.
Thanks to this closed cycle, Bauwerk conserves the valuable
resource wood and acts in the interest of future generations.

The “Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM” silver award for Silente products confirms
›
›
›
›
›

the use of healthy, non-hazardous materials
the subsequent use of all materials in a closed cycle
the validation of renewable energy
environmentally compatible water management
social responsibility

«Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM is a certification mark
licensed by the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute.»
Cradle to Cralde® is a trademark of MBDC LLC
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Styling: 	Gustave, Zurich | Miriam Medri, Hamburg | Sibylle Kaelin, Zurich
Locations:

Löwenbräu Zürich, PSP Swiss Property

FURNISHINGS
Picture, page 13
Molteni couch & side table: Zingg-Lamprecht, Zurich | Belux floor lamp:
wohnbedarf wb AG, Zurich | Curtains: Pfister
Picture, pages 14/15
Couch, floor lamp & club table: Elastique, Zurich | Picture frame: Waldraud AG,
Zurich | Architecture books: Hochparterre Bücher, Zurich | Bicycle: Studio Hannes
Wettstein, Zurich
Picture, page 16
Bassam couch, wohnbedarf wb ag, Zurich | Speakers Piega: Piega SA, Horgen
Foscarini floor lamp: Mobitare, Dübendorf
Picture, page 17
Wire-Chair & Wire-Regal (shelves) : Elastique, Zurich | Floor lamp: Strala, Zurich
Murano sculpture & car: Elastique, Zurich| Pictures: Waldraud AG, Zurich
Picture, page 18/19
Table & chairs: ag Möbelfabrik horgenglarus, Glarus
Hanging lamps & cushions: Waldraud AG, Zurich
Fire engine: Bogen 33, Zurich | Various decorative items: Manor

Picture, page 45
Armchair and suspended lamps: Impressionen Versand
Picture, pages 48/49
Shelves: String
Picture, pages 52/53
Flue: Berbel | Fridge and oven: Smeg
Suspended lamps and dining table: Impressionen Versand
Picture, page 55
Sink tables: Impressionen Versand
Picture, page 59
Chair: Impressionen Versand | Sofa: Mossapour
Picture, pages 68/69
Suspended lamps: Impressionen Versand

Picture, pages 26/27
Suspended lamp: Impressionen Versand | Dining table: More – Bernhard Müller
GmbH Side table: Vitra
Picture, pages 38/39
Floor lamp: Gubi | Multimedia system: Sony

Picture, pages 40/41
Armchair and stool: Mossapour | Suspended lamps: Impressionen Versand

Picture, pages 72/73
Floor lamp and bed: Impressionen Versand
Picture, pages 74/75
Wallpaper: Marburger Tapetenfabrik
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LABELS
Wood from
controlled origin.
«Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM is a certification
mark licensed by the Cradle to Cradle
Products Innovation Institute.» Cradle to
Cralde® is a trademark of MBDC LLC

Bauwerk, a Swiss company with a long tradition, has been applying its skills,
precision and passion to manufacturing beautiful top-quality wooden floors since
1935. One of the leading European parquet manufacturers, Bauwerk offers
its customers a comprehensive and innovative range of products that stand for
healthy living and conscious design of the personal living environment.
www.bauwerk-parkett.com

